open your mind
to new truths

Sharlicia Chamber
Understanding differences unites us as ONE.

Pithan Rojanavongse
Willingness to change is my strength.

Laura Castro
Everything’s choice. Live well. Regret not.

Patrick Escudero
Don’t tolerate ignorance, but understand illiteracy

on the other side of fear lies freedom

Veronica Rozario
Diversity is the currency of the world

Sarah Bouazzaoui
Seed carefully for the best blooming

Simona Tringali
If you listen, you might learn.
Reveal your feelings and be yourself

Sabrine Marsou
Open my lens by embracing others.

Moriah Shumpert
Live life with arms wide open

Tierra McLeod
strength lies in differences, not similarities

Abdul Hamid
Life is what you make it!

Courtney Downing
Knowledge of yourself is true wisdom

Salamatu Janneh
Nothing matters more.

Maeghan Pardy
Closer looks always provide better rendering.